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Reference Pricing for Drugs 
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Rising Prices After Drug Launch 
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Even After Negotiated Rebates, Most Drug Prices 

Are Higher in US than in Comparable Nations 

Average Drug Prices for Top-Selling Drugs in 2015 

AS Kesselheim et al.  The High Cost of Prescription Drugs in the United States: Origins and  Prospects for 

Reform.   

JAMA 2016;316(8):858-871. 



 Drug claims from 2010 to 2014 were obtained from 
private employer alliance (N=573,456) and from 
comparison labor union (N=549,285) 

 Multivariable (difference-in-difference) analyses: 

 11.3% growth in probability that a patient 
selects the low-priced drug within its class 

 13.9% reduction in average price paid 

 5.2% increase in employee cost sharing 

 

 JC Robinson et al.  Association of Reference Pricing 
with Drug Selection and Spending.  New England 
Journal of Medicine 2017;377:658-75 

 

Multivariable Statistical Analysis of 

Reference Pricing for Private Firms 



Impact of Reference Pricing: Increased 

Share for Low-Price Drug with Each Class 



Impact of Reference Pricing: Reduced Prices 

Paid and Increased Consumer Cost Sharing 
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Variation in Colonoscopy Prices in 2011 

Reference Price ASC Price HOPD Price

Reference Pricing for Surgical 

and Diagnostic Procedures 



 Insurance claims for colonoscopy procedures from 
2009 to 2014 were obtained from CalPERS 
(N=35,195) and comparison group Anthem Blue 
Cross (N=258,616) 

 Multivariable (difference-in-difference) analyses: 

 18 percentage point growth in probability that 
patient selects a (low-priced) non-hospital clinic 

 21% reduction in average price paid 

 No change in surgical complications 

 

 JC Robinson el al.  Association of Reference Payment for 
Colonoscopy with Consumer Choices, Insurer Spending, 
and Procedural Complications.  JAMA Internal Medicine 
2015; 175(11):1783-91.83-9  

Multivariable Statistical Analysis of 

Reference Pricing for Colonoscopy 
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Research on Alternative Pricing Models: 
Subscription Drug Pricing 

 Under traditional (one-part) pricing, each dose sold must be 
priced to cover its marginal costs plus a share of fixed costs 

 The extent of the R&D load for each individual drug varies 
across nations and across payers within nations but must be 
covered across the firm’s portfolio 

 Under subscription (two part) pricing, unit prices are set equal 
to marginal costs, but payer also purchases a ‘subscription’ to 
grant it access to the brand (this rewards and finances R&D) 

 Subscription varies by size of covered population, but not by 
number of doses prescribed 
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Traditional Pricing Models Generate Payer 

Resistance to R&D Funding 

 Economic efficiency is achieved 

when price is set equal to 

marginal cost of production 

(p=mc) 

 But this condition cannot be met 

in the presence of fixed costs 

(F>0), such as for R&D 

 Exclusivity allows price to be set 

above costs, supporting R&D.  

But then consumers with under-

utilize, unless demand is 

subsidized by insurance.  But 

then insurers will resist utilization 

Degree of management Is Increasing 

Moderately 
Managed 

• Specialist 
approval 
required 

• Requires prior 
failure or 
contraindicatio
n with 1 
DMARD (e.g., 
MTX) 

• Initial 
authorization 
time limit  >3 
months but  <6 
months 

Highly 
Managed 

• Requires prior 
failure or 
contraindicati
on with 1 
DMARD AND 2 
conventional 
therapies  

• Severe RA only 

• Initial 
authorization 
time limit <3 
months 

 

Very Highly 
Managed 

 

• Requires prior 
failure or 
contraindicati
on with 1 or 2 
biologic 
therapies, in 
addition to 
DMARD 

• Severe RA 
only 

• Initial 
authorization 
time limit 
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Case Study of Subscription Pricing:  
HCV Drugs 

 The discounted (one part) price of HCV drugs is approximately 
$40K per dose and the cost of manufacturing and distribution is 
$2K per dose, hence each dose has $38K in R&D loaded on 

 One part price: $40K=$R/n + $2K 

 National Academy of Medicine estimates subscription price ($R) for 
the entire Medicaid population at $2B, plus $140K for 
manufacturing and distribution 

 Two part price: ($2B + $140K)/n 
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Case Study of Subscription Pricing: 

Antibiotics 

 Bacteria are developing resistance to existing 

(cheap, generic) antibiotics, due to overuse 

 Low (generic) prices undermine incentives for 

pharma firms to invest in antibiotic R&D 

 Two-part pricing; R&D prize combined with per-

dose price set at generic levels 
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US proposal: 
 

 $2B prize for 
new 

antibiotics 
for drug-
resistant  

infections, 
plus generic 
pricing for 
each dose  
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Case Study of Subscription Pricing:  

Low-Income Nations 

 Low-income nations can 

only afford prices at 

generic levels (no 

payment for R&D) 

 Selected firms are 

licensing their branded 

drugs at low or zero 

rates (for R&D), adding a 

price per dose at generic 

levels to cover marginal 

costs of distribution 
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Pfizer 
Announces  
Two-Part 
Pricing for 

Cancer 
Drugs in 

Africa 
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Case Study of Subscription Pricing: 

Targeted and Combination Therapies 

 Many difficult pricing (and hence access) problems for 

specialty drugs derive from the current need to combine 

payment for R&D (F/n) with payment for costs of 

manufacturing and distribution (mc) 

 These could be alleviated by charging subscription price per 

patient or per covered population (rather than per dose) 

 Some pharmaceutical firms are exploring these possibilities 
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Immune-Oncology 

 Some cancer indications respond to multiple drugs (targeted, 
immune-oncology) better than to one 

 But the composite price of 2 or more oncology drugs pushes the 
total price above $300K/patient 

 The marginal costs for oncology drugs is only 15% of price 

 The current one-part prices contain a high R&D load 

 Manufacturers and payers are constrained by rule that drug 
prices be uniform across indications  

 Two part pricing could provide a solution: 

 Subscription price (per population) varies by indication 

 Unit price (per dose) is uniform across indications 

 This also obviates a separate price for any companion 
diagnostic test, which is important since the clinical value to the 
patient depends on the test and drug jointly, not separately 
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